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A note on ‘‘Single-machine scheduling with general learning functions’’
1. Introduction
The recent paper ‘‘Single-machine scheduling with general learning functions’’ (Wang [1]) addresses the single-machine
scheduling problems with a sum-of-processing-times-based learning effect. The author showed that that the shortest
processing time (SPT) rule is optimal for the sum of completion times square minimization problem. He also showed by
examples that the optimal schedule for the classical version of the problem is not optimal in the presence of a sum-of-
processing-times-based learning effect for the following three objective functions: the weighted sum of completion times,
the maximum lateness and the number of tardy jobs. But for some special cases, he proved that the weighted shortest
processing time (WSPT) rule, the earliest due date (EDD) rule and Moore’s algorithm can construct an optimal schedule for
the problem to minimize these objective functions, respectively. In this note we will give a counter-example to show the
incorrectness of some results in Wang [1].
We shall follow the notations and terminologies given in Wang [1]. There are given a single machine and n independent
and non-preemptive jobs that are immediately available for processing. The machine can handle one job at a time and
preemption is not allowed. Let pj be the normal processing time of job j and p[k] the normal processing time of a job if it
is scheduled in the kth position in a sequence. Associated with each job j (j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a due-date dj. Let pj,r be the
processing time of job j if it is scheduled in position r in a sequence. Then
pj,r = pj
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where a ≥ 1 is a constant learning index (Kuolamas and Kyparisis [2]).
For a given schedule π = ([1], [2], . . . , [n]), where [k] denotes the job in the kth position of π , Cj = Cj(π) represents
the completion time of job j. Let
∑
Uj, where Uj = 1 if Cj > dj (i.e., the job is late) and Uj = 0 otherwise, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,
represents the number of tardy jobs of a given permutation.
2. A counter-example
Let J denote the set of jobs already scheduled, Jd be the set of jobs already considered for scheduling but having been
discarded because theywill notmeet their due dates in the optimal schedule, and Jc denote the set of jobs not yet considered
for scheduling. The problem 1 ‖∑Uj is known to be solved by Moore’s algorithm [3] as follows.
Moore’s Algorithm.
Step 1: Order the jobs in non-decreasing order of their due dates (EDD).
Step 2: If no jobs in the sequence are late, stop. The schedule is optimal.
Step 3: Find the first late job in the schedule. Denote this job by α.
Step 4: Find a job β with pβ = maxi=1,2,...,α pi. Remove job β from the schedule and process it after the completion of all the
jobs that were processed. Go to Step 2.
Wang [1] gave the following result.
Theorem 1′ (Theorem 9, Wang [1]). For the problem 1|LE|∑Uj when pj,r is given by (1), if the jobs have agreeable conditions,
i.e., pi ≤ pj implies di ≤ dj for all the jobs i and j, an optimal schedule can be obtained by Moore’s Algorithm.
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Theorem 2′ (Theorem 12, Wang [1]). For the problem 1|LE, dj = kpj|∑Uj when pj,r is given by (1), an optimal schedule can be
obtained by Moore’s Algorithm.
The following example shows that Theorem 1′ and Theorem 2′ are incorrect.
Counter-example 1. n = 3, p1 = 10, p2 = 21, p3 = 30, d1 = 8, d2 = 18, d3 = 28. When a = 5, by Moore’s Algorithm, we
know that Jd = {1, 2, 3}, hence any sequence is an optimal schedule. However, if the sequence is (1, 2, 3),∑Uj = 1 and if
the sequence is (3, 2, 1),
∑
Uj = 3. Therefore, Theorem 9 in Wang [1] is not correct.
Note that the problem 1|LE, dj = kpj|∑Uj is a special case of the problem 1|LE, pi ≤ pj ⇒ di ≤ dj|∑Uj. Therefore,
Theorem 12 in Wang [1] is also not correct.
Remark. Themain cause of the incorrect result is that the discarded jobs have a large influence on the number of tardy jobs
for the learning effect. Hence for the problem 1|LE, pi ≤ pj ⇒ di ≤ dj|∑Uj, Moore’s Algorithm can be minorly modified
only by the following aspect: order the discarded jobs in non-decreasing order of their due dates (EDD).
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